
Amplifying the voices of today’s most 
influential legal minds
Modern Counsel’s reach extends beyond the printed page. In 2021, Modern Counsel is hosting a series of 
quarterly virtual events to bring together the powerful stories of our legal business leaders in a whole new way. 
Connecting people and ideas, Modern Counsel events celebrate the power of in-house and private practice legal 
counsel and connect you to its powerful audience of legal minds and decision-makers in the industry. Our 
sponsors and hosts will create relationships, start insightful conversations, and foster meaningful professional 
experiences to drive business outcomes. 

Purpose—Quarter 1 2021
Date: February 2021 
Sponsorship available
This event will convene influential in-house counsel featured in our 
Purpose issue and beyond who have found their calling in the legal space.

Empowered Summit– Quarter 2 2021
Date: April 2021
Sponsorship available
Modern Counsel’s first-ever Empowered Summit will unite legal leaders to 
explore what it means to belong at work. Inspired by the 2021 Empowered 
issue, we will hear from diverse attorneys on dealing with challenges such as 
building inclusive work environments, running effective recruiting, outreach, 
and mentoring programs, and unleashing every employee’s potential.

Millennials—Quarter 3 2021
Date: August 2021
Sponsorship available
This event will convene influential in-house counsel featured in our 
Millennials issue and beyond to discuss the rise of the millennial general 
counsel, and how this demographic shift is shaping the legal landscape.

Balance—Quarter 4 2021
Date: November 2021
Sponsorship available
This event will bring together in-house counsel featured in our Balance 
issue and beyond to discuss how they manage to keep different aspects of 
their lives and identities in balance. 

PUBLICATION SERIES

2021 VIRTUAL EVENT SERIES

BE PART OF THE CONVERSATION

Modern Counsel custom events mobilize our influential 
network of legal leaders and decision-makers to deliver events 
that achieve strategic client and attendee goals.

For more information on sponsorship opportunities, or to 
learn more about our custom event options contact 
events@guerreromedia.com.


